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1. INTRODUCTION 
For the large sparse systems of linear equations with symmetric positive 
definite (SPD) coefficient matrices generated by the discretization of many 
second-order self-adjoint elliptic boundary-value problems through the 
finite-element method, the algebraic multilevel preconditioning methods 
proposed by Axelsson and Vassilevski (see [l]) in 1989 are the most effective 
ones for numerical solution. Following the ways of constructing the precondi- 
tioners of Axelsson and Vassilevski, nowadays, many researchers such as 
Axelsson, Vassilevski, and Evans (see [2-3, 5-121) have studied extensively 
and developed in depth both the preconditioner designs and the theoretical 
analyses of the methods in terms of algebraic multilevel preconditioning. 
In this paper, based on the already existing results mentioned above, we 
establish a class of new algebraic multilevel preconditioning methods for 
solving large sparse systems of linear equations. These novel preconditioners 
are substantially technical combinations and reasonable generalizations of the 
above-stated ones, and are shown to be much more effective and applicable. 
In a careful way, we estimate the relative condition numbers corresponding 
to the new preconditioners and calculate the computational work loads for 
the resulting preconditioning methods. It is concluded that our new precondi- 
tioners are of optimal order of complexity for two-dimensional (2D) and 
three-dimensional (3D) problem domains, and their relative condition num- 
bers are not only independent of the regularity of the solution, but also 
bounded uniformly with respect to the levels and with respect to the possible 
jumps of the coefficients of the considered second-order self-adjoint elliptic 
boundary-value problem as long as they occur only across edges (faces in 3D) 
of elements from the coarsest triangulation. 
This work can be thought as an extension of [l-3, 7, 91 and an improve- 
ment of [6, 8, lo-111 too. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRECONDITIONERS 
We carry on the algebraic treatment for the second-order self-adjoint 
elliptic boundary-value problem (see [ 11). Let { Ack)]: = r and { Zk)]i = 1 be the 
stiffness matrices according to the well-formed two-level hierarchical bases 
and the nodal bases of a given sequence of finite-element spaces. Then they 
naturally admit the following two-by-two block forms: 
a = 12: $_lj) E L(R”k), Ackpl) E L(R”-I), (2.Ia) 
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lip E L( F-l), (2.lb) 
where nk denotes the number of the nodes on level k. Moreover, there exists 
a sequence of block upper triangular two-by-two matrices 
such that 
We use SCk) and SCk) to denote the Schur complements of ACk’ and zk), 
respectively, i.e., 
S(k) = A(k- 1) _ A$,t)A\‘;)-‘Ai$), 
For the requirements of designing the new preconditioners, we assume: 
ASSUMFTION (A,). Bif’ (k = 1,2,. . . , 1) are given SPD matrices such 
that 
uTA$‘& Q U;@f’u, Q (1 + bk)U$‘i(lkl)Ul, k = 1,2,...,1 
hold for all ol E fink-“- ‘andsOmebk>O(k=1,2 ,..., 1). 
ASSUMPTION (A,). pY(t) (0 < t Q 1) is a given nonincreasing polyno- 
mial of degree v such that 
Pm = 17 0 <p&) < 1 (0 < t < 1). 
If we write 
1 - ?%w 
Qv--l(t) = t , (2.3) 
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then QY_ r(t) is clearly a polynomial of degree v - 1 and satisfies 
QY--l(t) >O (O<t<l), Qv--1(O) = -P:UO. (2.4 
Practically, pY(t> can be taken to be the properly scaled and shifted 
Chebyshev polynomial 
PYW = 
TK01,2f) +l O<a<l (2.5) 
1+cw ’ 
TV - ( i +1 1-a 
or the polynomial 
p*(t) = (1 - ty. (2.6) 
Here, TV denotes the &-degree Chebyshev polynomial. About the proper- 
ties of these two kinds of polynomials, one can see [I-2] for details. 
It is easy to see that if LY = 1, (2.5) turns to (2.6) and that both the 
polynomials p”(t) defined in (2.5) and (2.6) satisfy Assumption (A,), while 
the one given by (2.5) has the smallest local maximum in the interval [(Y, l] 
(0 < (Y < 1). Moreover, there hold 
2 
PYW = 1+a 
( 1 
+1’ 
P”(l) = 
(-ly+ 1 
1+a * 
T, - 1-a T” - ( I 
+1 
1-a 
With the above preparations, the preconditioners can be readily con- 
structed based on approximation matrices of the stiffness matrices at the 
given discretization levels. After factorizing each of these approximation 
matrices into block triangular factors, we replace (approximate) the resulting 
Schur complement by the approximation matrix corresponding to the preced- 
ing (coarser> level. This process is repeated successively for a fixed number k, 
(1 < k, < I, a given integer) of steps. After each k, steps, the preconditioner 
so derived is corrected by a certain polynomial approximation which involves 
the preconditioner and the approximation matrix at the considered level. 
Evidently, these new ideas are significantly different from the existing ones 
for designing the preconditioners just from the original stiffness matrices 
rather than approximations of those matrices. 
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The approximation-matrix sequence can be formed in various ways. Here 
we only consider two typical cases. One recursively defines the current 
approximation matrix by applying the approximation matrix with respect to 
the preceding level thoroughly, while the other recursively defines it in a 
similar way, but a restarting strategy is used after each k, steps. 
The afore-described methods can now be formulated mathematically as 
follows: 
First, we introduce the auxiliary matrix sequence {BCk’] based on {I@‘} 
and { ACk)} in accordance with either of the following two methods: 
Method (I). B(l) = A(‘), and ( BCk)}:= 2 is recursively defined by 
Bck)= ( z2;; 2!;)), k=2,3 ,..., 1. 
Method (ZZ). B(l) = A(‘), and { B(k)}l=e is recursively defined by 
B(k) = k = 2,3, . . . ,I, 
with 
$k-U = 
A(k-1) if k =sk,, 
@k-l) 
k=2,3 ,..., I, 
otherwise, 
s=1,2 ,..., Z(k,), 
where Z(k,) = Z/k, - 1. 
Then, by making use of these two kinds of matrix sequences, we define 
the new hybrid algebraic multilevel preconditioners {Mck)) for the two-level 
hierarchical basis stiffness matrices {Ack)} paralleling to those in [lo] as 
follows: 
M(1) = A(‘) 
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where for the Led positive integer k,, 
j$-U = 
&k-U if k = sk, + 1, 
@k-i) otherwise, 
k=2,3 ,..., 1, s=1,2 ,..., l(k,), (2.8) 
while 
$k-1) = 
$W[ z _ PV(M(k-l)-l $‘O)] -‘, version (i) , 
BCk-‘)[ Z - py( M’k-l)-lZ?‘k-l))]-l, 
(2.9) 
version (ii), 
with 
S(k) = @k-i) _ A$‘Z@~‘A’,k,’ (2.10) 
being either the Schur complement of BCk’ according to method (I) or the 
approximated Schur complement of BCk’ according to method (II). 
Evidently, when we take B’,‘;) = A\:) (k = 2,3,. . . , 2) for method (I) or 
k, = 1, B$’ = A$’ (k = 2,3, . . . , 1) for method (II), these methods reduce 
to those of Axelsson and Vassilevski [l], and when we take Z3!sko) = A~:Q) 
[s = 1,2,. . . , Z(k,)l, Method (II) gi ves the method discussed in Vassilevski 
[lo]. However, it is noted that the methods in Axelsson and Vassilevski [2] are 
not included in these new methods. On the other hand, by reasonably 
choosing the polynomials in the above methods, we can obtain a series of new 
algebraic multilevel preconditioning methods. Thus, our new methods are 
reasonably general. 
Since the new preconditioners are constructed starting from an approxi- 
mation-matrix sequence for the stiffness-matrix sequence rather than starting 
from the stiffness-matrix sequence itself and then approximating A\:) by B$‘;) 
(k = 2,3,. . . ,I>, we only need to form the whole stiffness matrices at the 
finest and the coarsest levels in the implementations of the new methods. In 
addition, compared with the methods in [2, lo], the new methods only need 
the calculations of B(k-l)u (k = 2,3,. . . , I) instead of Ack-‘)u (k = 
2,3, . . . ) I> for some v E R”k- 1 (k = 2,3, . . . , 2). Therefore, if { Btk)) is cho- 
sen to have a good sparse property, the computational costs of our new 
methods can then be considerably decreased. 
Moreover, our new methods also remove the strict requirement that the 
approximation matrices B$) (k = 2,3,. . . , 1) be spectrally equivalent to the 
matrices A\:) (k = 2,3, . . . , Z), respectively, in a uniform manner for all k 
[see Assumption (A,)], h’ h w ic is indispensable in the related existing results. 
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The above are all advantages of our new hybrid algebraic multilevel 
preconditioning methods over the known ones. 
Alternatively, corresponding to another auxiliary matrix sequence {F)} 
defined in accordance with (BI,)} and {Sk)) by 
we can also analogously construct another class of new hybrid algebraic 
multilevel preconditioners {MC’)} for the nodal basis stiffness matrices (K@)) 
as 
By direct computations, we can immediately obtain the concrete expressions 
of B(k) and %@). 
3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
In this section, we are going to make some essential preparations for 
estimating the relative condition numbers of the two-level hierarchical basis 
stiffness matrices with respect to their corresponding preconditioners defined 
in last section. 
LEMMA 1 (See [lo]). Let 
u = (u:J# E P+hI, u2 E R”k. 
Then 
u;A%~ < q(k,,)~~A(~+~&. (3.1) 
The function 17 = r)(k,,) (k, > 0) is an increasing function of k, independent 
of k. More precisely, the following asymptotic behavior holds: 
v(klJ) = 
Ck, for a 2 D domain, 
C~.L~O for a 30 domain. 
(3.2) 
The constant t_~ > 2 is an upper bound of the ratio of the mesh sizes hk and 
h k+l of two consecutive grids, that is, t.~ > maxi, k ~ 1_ 1 hk/hk+l. The 
constant C is independent of possible jumps of the coe&ients of the consid- 
ered elliptic boundary-ualue problem as long as they are discontinuous only 
across edges (faces in 30) of elements from the initial triangulation. 
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LEMMA 2 (See [4]): (A strengthened Cauchy-Bunyakowskii-Schwa= (CBS) 
inequality). There holds 
(v;A&) Q ~(c:AI:)~,)“‘(~,TA(~~)UZ)~‘~ 
for all v1 E RnkWnk- 1 and v2 E R”k-l, where y = dm < 1, uni- 
formly in k = 2,3, . . . , 1. 
LEMMA 3 (See [4]). There holds 
v;A(lkl)vl < Q( l)vTAck)v Vv = (VT, v;)’ E R”k, v2 E R”t-1. 
LEMMA 4 (See [4]). There holds 
\’ 
vz’A’zkl’A\‘;‘-l (k) A,, v2 < y2v;A(k-1)v2 Vv, E R”“-1. 
LEMMA 5 (See [7]>. There holds 
(1 - y2)v;A(k-1)v2 Q v,TS%, & v,TA+%~ tlv, E R”-1. 
LEMMA 6. Let Assumption (A,) be satisfied. Then there holds for 
Vu, E R”k-1 
I#%, + bkv;Ack - ‘)v 
V,TS%, Q V,TS^%12 < 2 
2 
1 + b, 
where 
$9 = A’k- 1) _ A$‘@:‘- ‘A@ 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6 in [8], so it is omitted. n 
LEMMA 7. Let Assumption (A,) be satisfied with 
b, Q b,q”-k, k = 1,2,...,1 (3.3) 
for some b, > 0 and q E (0, 1). Then Vk E {1,2,. . . , kJ, VS E 
{O, 1, *. * > I(&,)), there holds 
,,W,+k P’g(&+k )v(4r+k) 
16 v(Sko+k)TA(sk,+k)v(sk,+k) G 1+ %+1(kl), 
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where 
/ 
qz-k@(k&&)” i [qkol)(ko)]-~ := 7l,ol(k0)7 
j=O 
%lsllkO) = ’ 
method (I), 
4 
Ws+%~(ko) := q,‘:“1( k,), 
\ method (II), 
4(k,) := borl(l) 2 QW), 
i=O 
and it is stipulated from now on that ~(0) = 1. 
Moreover, qs(k,) (s = 1,2, . . . , Z/k,) are increasingfunctions about both 
k, and s for both method (I) and method (II), and can be bounded un@mly 
with respect to s = 1,2,. . . , l/k, from above by 
i 
Wo) := 
Wo) 
Wo) = 1 - qkor)(ko) ’ 
method (I), 
4&J) 7 method (II), 
provided qkOq(k,) < 1 for method (I). 
Proof. Take 
,,(k) = (ul W-, ,$P )’ E gnt, ,$’ E p-~, ,$k-1) = u$O. 
Since for {z?(~)} defined by method (I) there holds 
uWT ( g(k) _ A(k)),,(k) = $” ( )“lk) gi’;’ _ Al’;’ 
+ &-W @k-l) _ A’k-l’)u’k-l’ ( > (3.4) 
while for { Bck)} defined by method (II) there holds 
,)kF ( g(k) _ A(k)) #) = #P’( g$f;’ _ &+,‘lk’ 
+ #-I)* 
( 
B’(k-1) _ A(k-l))&l), (3.5) 
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considering Assumption (A,) and making use of induction, we can immedi- 
ately get that 
&r( B(k) _ #+‘k’ > 0, k = 1,2,..., (3.6) 
holds for the sequence {B”‘} defined by either method (I) or method (II). 
Hence, the left-hand side of the inequality sought is valid. 
Now, Vk E {sk, + 1, sk, + 2,. . . , (s + Ok,}, by using (3.4)~(3.5) recur- 
sively the following inequality can be derived: 
&T ( B(k) _ A(k))o@) < u(k -jF( @k-j, _ A’k -j)) & -j) 
+; ( ur)r B;;’ _ A(“) I&P 
i=k-j+1 
j~(1,2 ,..., k-sk,}, s=O,l,..., Z(k,). 
In particular, Vk E {1,2,. . . , k,) and Vs E IO, 1,. . . , Z(k,)}, there holds 
vW;+W( @,+k) _ A(&,+k))v(sk,+k) 
sk,+ k 
< v(Sko)T 
( 
@Sk,) _ &ko))v(sko) + C vF)~( Bfi) - A’iil’)v$~? (3.7) 
j=sk,+ 1 
By Lemma 3 and Assumption (A,) as well as Lemma 1, we have 
sk,+k 
c 
+F( @(’ - &+p 
j=sk,+ 1 
Sk,+ k 
< c b,+)%j+p 
j=sk,+ 1 
sk,+k 
G 1= ;+ 1 bj7j( i)djW%(j) 
so 
= I? bsk,+i’l(l) 
v(sk,+i)TA(,k,+i)v(sk,+i) 
i=l 
< i && l)q(k - i)v(Sk,+k)TA(,k,+k)v(Sk,+k) 
i=l 
k-l 
G Ch,q 
~-(sko+k-i’77(1)rl(i)v (sk,+k)TA(sk,+k)v(sk,+k) 
I 
i=o 
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where in the last inequality we have used the condition (3.3). Substituting this 
estimate into (3.7) we obtain that 
#k,+k)T B(Sk,+k) _ A(h,+k ‘) l)(&+k) 
< v(hd’( ~(~k,) _ A%,))&k,) . 
hold for all k = 1,2,. . . , k,, s = 0, I,. . . , l(k,). 
Based on (3.8), we can assert that 
v(4,+k)T ( BW,+k) _ A(sk,+k$+Sko+k) 
Q %+ l(kO)Q (sk,+k)TA(sk,+k)U(sk,+k) 
k=1,2 ,...) k,, s=O,l,..., Z(k,), (3.9) 
hold with 
%+dkJ) = 
4 l-es+ ljko4( k,) + v( k,)?j,( k,), method (I), 
4 
W+%+(ko), method (II), 
s = 1,2,..., Z( k,). (3.10) 
In fact, noticing the expression for method (II), from (3.8) it follows that 
l)W,+k)T ( @,+k) _ A(sko+k+,(sko+k) 
< #k,-1)T 
. ( 
B’(sk,-1) _ &k,-1) )l)(Sko-l) 
+4 Ws+Wo+o)v (sk,+k)TA(sk,+k)O(sk,+k). (3.11) 
We see easily that (3.9) is true for method (II). 
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Furthermore, by applying induction and making use of Lemma 1, we 
know from (3.8) that 
&k~+k)~ ( @o+k) _ A(sko+k+,(sko+k) 
Q ?is(ko)u (S~,#A(S~O)~(~C,,) + &(S+l)ko4( ko)D(Sko+k)TA(sko+k)v(sk,+k) 
< [qs( ko)ll( k) + ql-(S+l)ko4( k,)] Z)(Sko+k)TA(sk~+k)U(Sk,+k) 
Q 7),+ l(kOb (sk~+k)~A(,ko+k)~(Jko+~). 
Therefore, (3.9) is also true for method (I). Now, applying (3.10) correspond- 
ing to method (I) regressively, we can obtain 
s+1 
?i,+l(ko) G v(ko)“?,(ko) + c ~(ko)“+l-i~‘-‘kO~(ko) 
i=2 
s+1 
= I”% + ~(ko)~+~ i5 [ (ko)i4(1-1)ko]-1111(ko) 
= qz-ko~(ko)~(ko)” i [+o>qko]-’ = d(:)l(ko)* 
i=O 
which together with (3.9H3.10) readily implies the validity of the first 
conclusion of Lemma 7. 
The remaining conclusions of Lemma 7 can now be obtained by direct 
calculations, and there is no need for us to demonstrate them in detail. n 
REMARK 3.1. The condition (3.3) can be satisfied by constructing the 
matrices Bjf’ (k = 1,2,. . . , I) 
for k = 1,2,. . . ,I 
in a way similar to [2]. Concretely speaking, 
we let SPD matrices G$) be the incomplete triangular 
factorizations of the matrices A\!) such that Gik,) 
A\;), respectively, i.e., p(Z - G 
are convergent splittings of 
$i’-‘A(,k,‘) Q i < 1, and the nonzero elements 
in each row of the matrices G 1:’ have the same order [O(l)] as those of the 
matrices Al!) with their number being fired, where we use p(e) to denote 
the spectral radius of the corresponding matrix. Define Cl:) = Z - G’l”,)-‘A{“;) 
and Z.3;:’ = A\“,‘[Z - Ci:)2pr]-i 
for k = 1,2,. . . , 
with & = t&Z - k + 1) (m > 1 an integer) 
1. Then it is easily seen that 
v;A\?q < u;Bff)u, < 
1 
UTA(% 
1 - izSk l l1 l’ 
k = 1,2 ,..., 1. 
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bk= ’ 1 - p3k = 
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4 
1 - ((rem) 
I-k+1 (~2mrk~ 
If $“” < 1 - y2, then (3.3) is satisfied with b, = q/(1 - q> and q = cjzm. 
REMARK 3.2. Asymptotically, there holds 
m={&(ka), q(Q) = O(l), 
provided q < 1 for a 2D problem domain and q < CL-’ for a 3D problem 
domain, where p is the same as in Lemma 1, i.e., it is the upper bound of the 
ratio of the mesh sizes of two consecutive grids. 
REMARK 3.3. In the subsequent discussions, we will use the quantities 
r),(:)i(k,,), 77,(:I)l(ka), ~S+l(Q, 77&J, 4UcJ, and W,,) defined in Lemma 7 
as well as 
40 = [l + W0)lVKJ~ +a) = [l + 4(k,)12V(k,), 
P@o) = [I + Wl#r!(~& iV%) = [I + 9W12~(~,)~ 
z(k,) = m={c(k,), p(Q) 
in suitable places without further explanation. From Lemma 1 and Remark 
3.2 it is evident that the following asymptotic behavior holds: 
Z(k,) = 
i 
O(k,), fora2Ddomain (q -C l), 
o( PkO)P for a 3D domain (q < p-l). 
LEMMA& Let A?(') for somefixed integer k [Sk,, < k < (s + ilk,, s = 
0, 1, . . . ) Nk,)] be a SPD upproximution to Bck’ such that 
h(B’k’-w)) E [l,l 
holds for SOme ik ,,>,O. Dejlne 
. M(k) = &j(k), 
+ ;k,s] 
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and for p = k + 1, k + 2,. . . , k + k, set 
Then 
with 
NB (k+kew+kq E [l, 1 + Sk,,] 
/ 
&,s[l + rl,(I!&,>]vVd + y2 ? TW, method (I), 
j=l 
sk,, = ( 
Sk& + ~%(ko)]~~ko) + y2 5 $0 
j=l 
+rls(:I)l(k,)[l + &!:(k,,)]q(k - sk,), method( 
Here and in the subsequent discussion, we use A(*> to denote any eigenvalue 
of the corresponding matrix. 
Proof. First, for i = k, k + 1, . . . , p, let 
v(i) = (v(li)~‘vp~)T E R”i, vy = v(i-1) E R”f-‘. 
Noticing (3.6) and the definition of method (II), we easily see that 
v(9r( ~(0 _ jj(0)v(O a 0 i=k,k+l,.,., p. 
Since Bi’;’ (i = k, k + 1,. . . , p) are alI SPD matrices, by Assumption (A,), 
we see that 
,_,$$--(Zil)B;I;)- ‘A&$’ 3 0, i=k,k+l,..., p. 
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Additionally, by direct calculation, we can obtain 
.(PF( M(P) - @P+)(P) 
(3.12) 
+ 
v(P-w(~(P-l) - B(P-l+(P-l), method (I), 
~(P-w(~(P-1) - jj(P-l++P-l), method (II). 
Therefore, 
Z)(Pq &f(P) - @P+(P) > o(P-qM(P-l) - fJ(P-yP-l) 
holds for both method (I) and method (II). By using this relation recursively 
and considering v @jT(M@) - B(~))v(~) > 0 under the condition, the in- 
equality 
v(Pq &f(P) - @P+(P) & 0 
can be obtained. In other words, there hold 
A( B(P)_ %4(P)) > 1, p=k,k+l,..., k+k,. (3.13) 
On the other hand, from (3.12) we have 
v(PF( &f(P) - @P+)(P) 
= &J-q &f(p-l) - @P-u) ,(P-1) + v6P’TA~~‘B~p’-1AI~)v8P) 
+ 
i 
0, method (I), 
v(P-w( &p-l) - jj(P-l))v(P-u 
(3.14) 
, method (II), 
for p = k,k + l,..., k + k,. Furthermore, according to Assumption (A,) 
and Lemma 4 there hold 
v$P’TA’,p’B~f’- l&‘)v~P) Q v~P'TA~@z$~'- ‘A’,f$$” 
< y2v(P-‘)TA(P-‘)v(P-l) 
By the definition of method (II), we have 
v(P-w( pP-1) - jj(P-l))v(P-l) = 0 
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for p z (S -t l)k, + 1, and in light of Lemma 7 and (3.6) we then get 
&s+ l)k,)T B”S+ W,) _ @+ %))u((S+ W,) ( 
=2, 
((s+ I&F B((s+ l)k,) _ A@+ W~,((S+ uko) ( 
G %+ 1vQbJ KS+ I)k,)TA((s+ l)k,),((s + l)k,) 
G %+1&b ((s + I)k,)TB((s + Wo)uKS + Uko), 
Therefore, the estimates 
&#(M(P) - @P+,(P) 
P--l 
< #c)T 
( 
M'k' _ B(k))& + y2 c o(j)TA(&,(j) 
j=k (3.15) 
0, method (I), 
+ 
%+ dko)u 
KS+ l)k,)TB((s+l)k,)l)((sfl)k,) , method (II), 
can be obtained through regressively using (3.14). Additionally, using Lemma 
1 and (3.6), we can get 
k+k,-1 k+k,-1 
c 
&)TAU),(j) d C s(k + k, _j)i)(k+k,)TA(k+k,)D(k+k,) 
j=k j=k 
k, 
(3.16) 
i c VW (k+k,)TB(k+k,)r)(k+k,) 
j-1 
as well as 
uKs + WO)TBK~+ Wdu((S + lh) 
G [1+ %+&)I~ KS+ l)kdTA((~+ W+,Ks+ l&J 
< [l + q+&)]~(k - s~~)z)(~+~,)~A(~+~,)I)(~+~,) 
(3.17) 
Q [l + q+&J]q(k - sko)u(k+k,)TB(k*k,)~(k+k,), 
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where we have used Lemma 7, Lemma 1, and (3.6) in each of the three 
inequalities successively. Now, substituting (3.16)-(3.17) into (3.15) with 
p = k + k,, we immediately obtain 
#+ko)T ( M(k+k,) _ B(k+k,))u (k+ko) < ~~,~~(k+ko)T~(k+ko)~(k+ko). 
This is just the conclusion of Lemma 8. Here, the estimation 
u(~)~@(~)u(~) < [ 1 + rl,+ i( k,)] &)TA(%(k) 
< [l + ~~+l(k,)]71(ko)u(k+k,)TA(k+k,)l)(k+k,) 
< [l + 7),+l(ko)]?(ko)“(k+kO)TB(k+ko)v(k+ko), 
resulting from Lemma 7, Lemma 1, and (3.6), has been considered. n 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
We first give a general estimation of the relative condition numbers of 
MCsko) with respect to ACsko) for s = 1,2,. , . , Z(k,). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Assumptions (A,)-(A,) and the condition (3.3) be 
satisfied, and define 
uTM(sko)u 
A’“’ = sup T 
“+a u Acsk& 
( A’O’ = 1)) 
&As) = 
i 
(1 - Y2)/A’“‘, version (i), 
l/A(S), version (ii), 
s = 1,2 , . . ., Qk,). (4.1) 
Then there hold 
A@+‘) < [l + ‘-/~+l(ko)](~ + CjJko,s)p s = o, 1,. . ., Z/k, - 2 (4.2) 
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with 
’ PA cw 
1 - py( (Y(Q) 
[l+ d:‘&,)]rl(M + Y’ i? v(j), m&d (I)> 
j=l 
s Sk,,, s 
= ( PI@“‘) 
1 - p,( fly [1+ dYl(h3)177u%) + Y2 5 dd j=l 
I + Gwo) [1+ d:IWO)]? method (II). 
(4.3) 
Proof. For all s E {1,2,. . . , l(k,)}, let 
c’(O) = ‘1, @‘“) = lb 
From (2.10) we immediately have 
UT$sko+l)U < UTB(sko)U Vu E R”A~, s= 1,2 ,...,@o). 
Additionally, by making use of (3.6). Assumption (Al), and Lemma 4, we can 
get 
(1 - y2)u A T WdU < UTSW,+UU < UTc$W,+UU \ vu E ZPO, 
s = 1,2 )...) Z(k,). 
Now, if we denote 
$k,+l) 
s, = 
i ’ 
, version (i) , 
B(skd version (ii), 
(44 
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u~B(~~o)u > uTSsu > 
(1 - ~‘)u~A(~~%, version (i), 
&(skdU (4.5) > version (ii) , 
for VU E R%, Vs E {1,2,. . . , Z(k,N, and 
j$sko) = ss[ z _ py( MW,-lss)] -l, s = 1,2,..., l(b). (4.6) 
Write 
T = sWM(“ko)- 91/z 
s s s ) s = 1,2 )...) Z(k,), (4.7) 
we can assert that 
A(B (skcCIM(sko)) E [I, +w) (4.8) 
A(T,) E [a@), l] (4.9) 
for s = 1,2, . . . , Z(k,). 
As a matter of fact, remembering (3.6) and by direct calculations, the 
relation 
+ .(P-l)TA~~)B~lP)-lAI&)~(P-l) (4.10) 
can be obtained from (2.7) as well as the definitions of method (I) and 
method (II) for all U(P) = (u~P)~, u(P-~)~)~ E R”p. Based on this relation, 
(4.8)-(4.9) can be derived by induction: 
When s = 1, considering (2.8) and Assumption (A,), we can easily get 
&,F( &f(b) _ B(k+( k,) > ,(ko-UT( M&-l) _ @o-l) )U (b-1) > . . . > 0 > 
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i.e., (4.8) holds in this case. Since by (4.5) we have 
u=T,u u=s,u U=~(ko)u 
sup - 
U#O u=fJ 
G Sup T (k ) 
uzou M ou 
G suP T (k ) 
uzouM ou 
< 1, (4.11) 
U=~(ko)u 
u=T,u 
inf - > inf 
zzQ.4 (1 - y2) inf uzo uTMCk& ’ 
version (i) , 
u+o UTU U+O u=M~~~)u ' U=#%)U 
$fo U=M(k,), ' version (ii) 
= (1 - r2)/ho), version (i), 
1 l/A(l) > version (ii) 
= &) (4.12) 
(4.9) holds for s = 1 too. Furthermore, from (2.8)-(2.9) and by using (4.6) 
we see that 
U(k,+l)= ( M&+1) _ B&,+1) )U (ko+l) 
> u(W j&k,) _ s ( 1)U(k”) 
=U (ko)=s;/2( [ z - py( T,)] -’ - Z}S;J'~U(~~) >0. 
Now suppose that (4.8H4.9) hold for some s E {1,2,. . . , Z(k,)}. We can 
similarly obtain 
u(&+W( M(&,+l) _ ~(sko+l))UWo+l) > 0 
and hence 
,J(s + Wd= M((S+ l)k,) _ B((s+ %))U((s+ W,) > 0 ( 
by recursively using (4.10). Applying (4.5) again, through derivations a&o- 
gous to (4.11)~(4.12) we can also get ACT,, 1) E [ acS+ '), 11. 
By induction, (4.8H4.9) have been proved completely. 
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On the other hand, by direct computation we have 
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/p’ = SUP 
UT&[ z - py( M(“ko)-ls$)] -lu 
U#O 
&pkdU 
< sup 
O#O 
vTSsv 
Of0 v B suP T (sk,)v 
1 
= 1 - py( &)) ; 
here we have used the inequality (4.5) 
with Lemma 8, there obviously holds 
~(s+l) < I 
Considering Lemma 7, we finally get 
and Assumption (A,). In accordance 
+ 8sk,,s- 
,@+l) < [l + ?&+l(ko)]~~“+‘) d [l + ‘j-~+l(ko)](~ + kko,s)' ’ 
For convenience in the subsequent expressions, we introduce the follow- 
ing notation: 
5(k,) = 1 + Y2 ? s(j) - [l + Wo)lv(~oh 
j=l 
&k,) = 1+ y2 2 77(j) + [1+ 4,(kdl[Wo) - 71Vo)L 
j=l 
S(ko) = [l + Qwo)15(~oL 
@,I = [l + Al l(ko), 
which will also be used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let Assumptions (A,)-(A,) and the condition (3.3) be 
satisfied, and assume that qk”dko) < 1 holds for method (I). If we define 
i(l) = [I + ?j(k,)](l + j,,,), ;@+I) = [1 + ?=/(k,)](l + J&s), 
(1 - y’)/i(‘), version (i), (4.13) h,(S) = 
l/i(S), version (ii) , 
s = 1,2 ,..., Z(k,), 
with 
/ 
py(‘(S)) 
1 - py( CP’) 
P(ko) + y2 5 v(j), method (I), 
j=l 
&k,,,S = ( py(‘(S)) 
1 - py( G’“‘) 
a(k,) + y2 2 q(j) + 4(k,)[l + 4(k,)]> 
j=l 
\ method (II), 
s = 1,2 ,...,l(k,), (4.14) 
then { liC’)} becomes a mujorizing sequence of {A(“)}. Now: 
(a) For version (i) there hold 
f (1 - y”) &i’“‘QY_ 1( &‘“‘) 
$s+U = ( 
p( k,) + z( k,) @)Qy+( &(“‘) ’ method (I)’ 
(1 - 7”) &(“)Q,_ 1( &“‘) 
2( k,) + c( k,) &@‘Q,_ 1( ~9”“‘) ’
method (II), 
Therefore, when 
s = 0,1,2 )...) Z/k, - 3. (4.15) 
i4ko) < (1 - ~')Qv-l(o)> qko+o) < 1, 
c+(b) < (1 - Y~)Q~-G% 
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each of the sequences {S(“)}~=,, defined by (4.15) has a unique limit point 
[Y* E (0, 1) such that 
G(S) 3 a*, s = 0, 1,2,. . . , (4.17) 
where a* E (0,l) is the smallest positive root corresponding to the following 
equations: 
(1 - r’)Qv-l(t) - &dtQ,-l(t) - P(h) = 0, method (I), 
(1 - r2)Qv&) - w%)tQY-_l(t) - Wo) = 0, method (II). 
(4.18) 
(b) For version (ii) there hold 
&@)Qr_ 1( @‘) 
method (I), 
&!(s+u = ( 
p( A,,) + l( k,) &‘“‘QY_ 1( tics)) ’ 
&@)QV_ 1( &‘“‘) 
G( k,) + s( k,) iicS)Qv_ 1( ii”“‘) ’ 
method (II), 
s = 0, 1,2,. . . ) l/k, - 3. (4.19) 
Therefore, when 
iXhJ < Qv-d% qkodkJ < 1, method (I), 
z(k,) < Qv--16% method (II), 
(4.20) 
each of the sequences { &(S)}rz 0 defined by (4.19) ha-s a unique limit point 
a* E (0, 1) such that 
#) > a*, s = 0,1,2 )...) (4.21) 
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where (Y* E (0, 1) is the smallest positive root corresponding to the following 
equations: 
CL-l(t) - i@o)tQv--l(t) - P&d = 0, 
Qv-0) - @&Qv--l(t) - a(b) = 0, 
2;;; I:;‘; (4.22) 
Proof. We first demonstrate by induction that {li’“)} is a majorizing 
sequence of { hCS)}, i.e., 
/q”’ < i(s) s = 1,2 )... . (4.23) 
Noticing that S,, ,, < 8,,, for s = 1 we clearly have A(‘) < i(l) by the 
definition. Now, we assume that A’“’ < liCS) has been got for some s; then it 
is easy to see that (Y(‘) > SC’). Recalling the monotone nonincreasing prop- 
erty of the polynomial p”(t) in [O, 11, we immediately know py(&i(s)) >/ 
py( cx(‘)). Therefore, the inequality Ssk,,s < Ssk,,s can be derived. Hence, 
A(Sc’) < li(‘+i). Making use of the inductive principle, (4.23) is completely 
confirmed now. 
Based on (4.13) and (4.14), we can easily obtain that {2(“)} satisfies the 
recurrence relations (4.15) and (4.19) respectively. 
In the following, we will use the case of version (i) of method (I) as an 
example to show the remainder of the proof. The demonstrations of the other 
cases are very similar to that of this one. 
We use induction to determine the positive number (Y* which makes 
(4.17) hold uniformly under the condition (4.16). In fact, if we assume for 
some s that the inequality IL+(‘) > (Y* has been obtained, then, in order to get 
&(*+ ‘) >/ (Y*, by the first relation of (4.15) we only need to demonstrate that 
1 _ y2 > F(ki) + i(ko) a*Qv- d a*) / 
Qu-da*) 
is valid. Define a one-variable function 
P(k)) 
f(t) = QV-l(t) 
+ i%k,)t. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
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By noticing f(1) > 1, we know that (4.24) holds only if 
1 - ys > )i_m,f(t). (4.26) 
Since 
liiof(t) = P(ko) 
Qv-0) ’ 
by substituting this identity into (4.26) it can be immediately seen that there 
exists (Y * E (0,l) such that (4.17) holds provided the first inequality in (4.16) 
is satisfied. From (4.24), (Y* can be taken to be the smallest positive real 
number which makes (4.24) become to equality. This shows that CY* E (0,l) 
is the unique limit point of the sequence {&(‘)r_ o and satisfies the first 
equation of (4.18). n 
Theorem 4.2 obviously implies the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Assumptions (A,) and (A,) be satisfwd. Then: 
(a) For version (i) there holds 
1 - y2 
A( A(h-‘@~o)) E 1, Ly* , 
[ 1 s = 1,2 ,...) I@,), 
provided (4.16) is satisfied correspondingly. Here (Y* E (0,l) is the sm&est 
positive root of Equation (4.18). 
(b) For version (ii) there h0Zd.s 
A( A (sko)-1M(sk9 E [l, --$I, s = 1,2,. . .) Z(k,), 
provided (4.20) is satisfied correspondingly. Here (Y* E (0,l) is the smallest 
positive root of Equation (4.22). 
We now specialize the above theoretical result to the two polynomials 
defined by (2.5)-(2.6) to get applicable bounds for the relative condition 
numbers of MCsko) with respect to Atsko) [s = 1,2, . . . , Z(k,)]. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let Assumption (A,) be satisfied, and the polynomial 
p,(t) (0 < t < 1) be given by (2.5). Then: 
(a) For version (i), if 
i+O) 
2u 
[(I + w" + o- WI" < 1 _ y2 
(u-1)/2 
zt j=o 
2jy+ 1 I 
goq(k ) < 1 
0 ) 
d(1 - (Yy 
method (I), 
[(l + Gy + (1 - q”]’ Vo) 
2v 
< 1 - y2, method (II), 
2j1 1 
d(1 - (~)‘-l 
(4.27) 
there hold 
1 - y2 
A( A(s~~)-l~(~b)) E 1, - I 1 (Y ’ s = 1,2 >...J(k,), (4.28) 
where CY E (0,l) is the smallest positive root of the following equation: 
I 
(1 + 6)” + (1 - fi)” 
(v- I)/2 
\ 2 c 
j=O ( 1. 
2j “+ 1 it3 
1 - y2 - c(k,)t 
iGo) ’ 
method (I), 
1 - y2 - z(k,)t 
Vo) ’ 
method (II). 
(4.29) 
Moreover, once 
v2 > 2P(ko) 
1 - y2 ’ 
qkWko) < 1, method (I), 
v2 > 2C(ko) 
1 - y2 ’ 
method (II), 
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the smallest solution (Y E (0, 1) of the equation (4.29) can guarantee that 
(4.27) holds, and thm-ejb-e that (4.28) holds. 
(b) For version (ii), if 
fi(ko) [Cl + w + (1 - mvlZ 
(v-1)/2 
< 1 
2lJ 
x( j=o 
2jy 1 d(l - (Y)“+ 
1 
qk”77(k ) < 1 
0 ) 
method (I), (4.30) 
[(I + 6)” + (1 - ,,y2 C(ko) 
2v 
< 1, method (II), 
there hold 
A( A(sk~)-lM(sk~)) E [1, I/~ 1, s = 1,2 ,..., Z(k,), (4.31) 
where CY E (0,l) is the smallest positive root of the following equation: 
/ 
(1 + h)“+ (1 - fi)” 
(v-1)/2 
\ 2 c 
j=O 
method (I), 
(4.32) 
method (II). 
Moreover, once 
v2 > 2p(k,), qko+,J < 1, method (I), 
v2 > 2G( k,), method (II), 
the smallest solution CY E (0, 1) of the equation (4.32) can guarantee that 
(4.30) holds, and therefore that (4.31) hdds. 
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THEOREM 4.5. L.-et Assumption (A,) be satisfied, and the polynomial 
p&) (0 Q t < 1) be given by (2.6). Then: 
(a) For version (i), if 
v> iGo) 
1- y2’ 
9Wk0) < 1, 
Vo) 
v> - 
1 - y2 ’ 
there hold 
A( A(&d-l~(~b)) E 
method (I), 
method (II), 
s = 1,2 ,..., Z(k,), 
where (Y E (0,l) is the smallest positive root of the following equation: 
Wo) 
j~l(_l)I(/Y)tj-l = ’ - method(1)7 
1 - y2 - i(k,)t ’ 
method (II). 
(b) For version (ii), if 
v > P(k,)> qko+,) < 1, method (I), 
v > a(k,), method (II), 
there hold 
A( Acsko)- ‘M(+‘)) E [l, l/a], s = 1,2,. . . , l(k,), 
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where CI E (0, 1) is the smallest positive root of the following equation: 
5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
We now consider the asymptotic work estimation in each iterative step of 
our new hybrid algebraic multilevel preconditioning methods. Without loss 
of generality, we assume the refinements are uniform. Then the number of 
nodes nk at the kth discretization level grows in geometrical fashion, i.e., 
nk = nl pdckdl), k = 1,2 ,..., I, (5.1) 
with d = 2 or d = 3, respectively. We recall that /.L > max,,k,l_i hk/hk+l 
2 2 (hk is the discretization parameter at level k). 
Let W(s) be the amount of arithmetic work performed on level sk,. 
Then we have for (s - l)k, + 1 < k < sk, that 
w, d cl( pd - l)nk-l + Wk-1, 
where W, denotes the amount of arithmetic work performed on level k. 
Hence 
w, G cl(i - p-d)nk[i + p-d + p-2d + ..- +p-(k-j-l)d]wj 
holds for j [(s - l)k, + 1 <j < Sk,]. From this inequality we can directly 
obtain 
W(s) Q &Sk0 + ys-l)k,+lT z = cl(l _ p-‘ko-l)d)a 
Considering 
w(s- l)k,+ 1 < cl( v - I)( pd - l)n+ l)k, + vw( s - 1) 
< &,k, + vw(s - 
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with 
6 = cl( V - l)( /.Ld - 1)/L-@, 
we know that there holds 
where 
W(s + 1) d VW(S) + Cy,+l)k,> 
G = c + c’ = Cl{1 + /_C”‘“[( V - 2)( # - 2) 
By using (5.2) recursively, we have 
s-1 
W( s + 1) < c c lJ+j+ l)k, + v”W(1) 
j=o 
s-l 
= c C yjpd(S-j+l)b-lnl + vsw(l) 
f=O 
s-l 
= cnlp &s+l)ko-1 C (up-W)’ + u”w(l) 
j=o 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
s-l 
W(1) 
G c ( v/_-k”d)J + - 
(vp-kod)S ’ j=O nk 0 1 g n(,+l)k, 
Then, if vp-kOd < 1, we get 
W(” + 1) 
BC 
* + W(1) 
n(~ + l)k, nko 
That is, the asymptotic work estimation shows that the new hybrid algebraic 
multilevel preconditioners wil: be of optimal order provided-u satisfies the 
inequalities 
o(k,)/(l - r”), version (i), 
G(kCJ), version (ii) , 
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from Theorem 4.2, and 
w -kod < 1 
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from the complexity requirement. More concretely, for the polynomials 
defined by (2.5), b ase on the asymptotic behavior of Z(k,,) (see Remark d 
3.3), we know that these restrictions on u become 
P kod > Y > ii 
& dZ(YCJ, version(i), 
version (ii) , 
d = 2 for a plane polygon, 
d = 3 for a 3D polytope, 
while for the polynomial defined by (2.6), also based on the asymptotic 
behavior of Z(k,,), we see that the above restrictions on Y become 
kcJd > v > ( Z(ka)/(l - y’). version(i), CL WA version (ii) 
d = 2 for a plane polygon, 
d = 3 for a 3D polytope. 
It is clear now that asymptotically, for k, sufficiently large, the restrictions on 
v corresponding to the polynomials (2.5)-(2.6) can be satisfied for both 2D 
and 3D problem domains. Therefore, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. The m&level preconditioners MCk’ defined by 
(2.7)-(2.10) and (2.5)-(2.6) give optimal-order methods for k, sufficiently 
large. That is to say, they are spectrally equivalent to the corresponding 
stiffness matrices ACk), and the cost of evaluating the preconditioner is O(nk), 
namely, proportional to the number of unknowns. 
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We use the following remarks to end this section. 
REMARK 5.1. For the new hybrid algebraic multilevel preconditioners 
with the properly scaled and shifted Chebyshev polynomial, we can estimate 
A(“) starting with s = I and setting 
I 
1 - y2 
&) = 
AC”) ’ 
version (i) , 
1 
- 
A'"' ' version (ii) , 
&'(t) = 
1 + T,((l + (Y(s) - 2t)/(1 - CP)) 
1 + T,((l + a("))/(1 - cq) ; 
the procedure continues with s = 2,3,. . . , Z(k,). Once an unacceptable 
growth of the eigenvalues A (‘) takes place, the procedure can be restarted 
with a larger V. Theorem 4.4 guarantees that a reasonable stabilization of the 
order of magnitude of the eigenvalues A(“) can be achieved. 
REMARK 5.2. k, (2 1) should be chosen in order to balance the 
arithmetic work for the estimation of the eigenvalues A(“’ and the work of 
polynomial acceleration at every global step, in other words, to ensure the 
inequality v < pkO’. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
To solve the sparse system of linear equations with symmetric positive 
definite coefficient matrices resulting from the discretization of many 
second-order elliptic boundary-value problems by the finite-element method, 
we propose a class of new hybrid algebraic multilevel preconditioning meth- 
ods starting with reasonably constructed approximation matrices of the stiff- 
ness matrices and applying the methodology shown in [l, 3, 10-111. These 
methods are shown to be superior to the existing ones in several respects, 
such as their generality, their computational cost, and the constraints on their 
approximation matrices, etc. It is further demonstrated that the precondition- 
ers so derived are of optimal orders of complexity for two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional second-order self-adjoint elliptic boundary-value problem 
domains, and their relative condition numbers are not only independent of 
the regularity of the solution, but also bounded uniformly with respect to the 
levels and with respect to the possible jumps of the coefficients of the 
considered problem, provided they occur only across edges (faces in 3D) of 
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elements from the coarsest triangulation, and provided the triangulations are 
generated successively by uniform refinements, starting with the coarsest 
triangulation, and consistent with the problem domain. Finally, we suggest 
adaptive implementations of our new methods, which may be more robust 
and practical in concrete computations. 
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